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ABOUT US 
 

Corpus Juris is an open access, peer reviewed journal published by Adv. Sunil 

Chauhan, which aims at generating dialogue on matters of current interest. The 

journal does not restrict its authors by any specific theme, allowing 

professionals, academic researchers and law students to express views on 

matters of their interest. It is a humble attempt to reinstate the lost atmosphere 

of legal research and progress.  

 

The ideology of Corpus Juris emanates from the acumen and philanthropic 

vision of its founders who maintain that no original thought process should be 

invalidated in order to ensure a staunch inclusive learning process.  

 

Further, Corpus Juris places an increased impetus on honing skills of their 

authors and constantly strives to make the publication process as collaborative 

as possible.  

 

After our previous edition which garnered an outreach of national as well as 

international students and practicing professionals, Corpus Juris has seen an 

enormous growth, because of you, its readers and our contributors.  
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WHETHER RELIGION OVERSHADOWS 

GENDER? 
-DINESH YADAV1 

ABSTRACT 

 

In the recent times, it has increasingly been seen that age old traditions and customs are often 

taken as an excuse for justifying gender disparity. Some may concur with this, while some 

might have a contrasting opinion. But, gender equality and equity, by way of traditional 

practices, is still a farfetched reality. In the current modern times, sex uniformity should be the 

norm of the society. However, there is still a large population of the elderly folks and individuals 

from prior generations, who still have orthodox mind-sets and understandings. Even today, 

many people continue to treat females as the weaker sex. While, on the contrary, a rational 

individual would firmly believe that women must be treated equally, in many aspects, just as 

men. Is the question of gender equity considered when it comes to yore religious practices? There 

have been many real life incidents with respect to this theme, which drive various arguments 

and outline this article. The hinging question however still remains- whether gender equality 

prevails over religion? This research article aims to discuss this question posed primarily from 

the lens of the Sabrimala judgement.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Women, especially in our society, have consistently struggled in obtaining 

equivalent status as men. Though, current circumstances are different and the 

effects can be traced in the progressive, recent judgements given by the Supreme 

Court. 

 

In the historic Shayara Bano case2, the Supreme Court protected the privileges 

of Muslim women against the blasphemous practice of triple talaq, amonst the 

muslim community. Moreover, in the landmark case of Dr Noorjehan Safia 

Niaz vs. State of Maharashtra3, the Supreme Court permitted a section of 

women to enter into Haji Ali Dargah. A similar instance was of the Shabarimala 

case4, it was a long battle of allowing a certain section of women to enterinto 

the Sabarimala Temple situated in Kerala. Hence, there is a clear trend that 

portrays the fact that women have fought long legal battles against patriarchal 

religious customs. 

 

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SABARIMALA CASE 

 

The Ayyappa sanctuary, in Sabarimala district of Kerala, was run and maintained 

solely by male priests and followers of lord Ayyappa. It had set rules which 

banned menstruating females, between the ages of 10-50 years, from entering 

the Temple. Due to the unreasonable restrictions imposed, numerous pleas 

were filed against the rule of banning this section of women in the Temple on 

the basis of their procreative nature. The temple rule violated their right to 

equality and right to worship.5 It was also discriminatory in nature and hence, 

the matter was taken to the Supreme Court. 

																																																								
2 Shayara Bano vs Union Of India, (2017) 9 S.C.C. 1. 
3 Dr. Noorjehan Safia Niaz v. State of Maharashtra, (2016) S.C.C. OnLine Bom 5394. 
4 Indian Young Lawyers Association vs State of Kerala and Ors,(2018) S.C.C. OnLine SC 1690. 
5 Samanwaya Rautray, Women of all ages can enter Sabarimala Temple, rules Supreme Court, THE ECONOMIC TIMES, (Sep. 
29, 2018, 07:01 am),https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/supreme-court-allows-
women-to-enter-sabarimala-temple/articleshow. 
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After a long battle, finally in the year 2018, The Supreme Court struck down the 

rule and conveyed the judgment in favour of the specific section of women who 

were barred from entering Sabarimala Temple.  

 

A Brief Summary of Facts 

 

• The Hindu Temple dedicated to Ayyappan, named Sabarimala shrine was 

located near the Periyar Tiger Reserve in ‘Pathanamthitta’ district of Kerala.  

• The Sabarimala shrine, which is one of the most famous temples in Kerala, 

had restricted a section of women, who were between menstruating ages of 

10-50 years, from entering the temple due to the celibate nature of the deity.  

• Several women, appalled by the temple rule, decided to knock the doors of 

the judiciary as their religious fundamental rights were being violated.  

• A group of six women lawyers decided to move towards the Apex Court, 

challenging the decision of the Kerala High Court which upheld the 

centuries-old restriction. The case ruling was that only the “Priest” was 

empowered to decide on traditions. 

 

Issues before the Court 

 

There were mainly four issues raised in this case: 

• Whether the restriction imposed by the temple authorities violates Articles 

15, 25 and 26 of the Indian Constitution? 

• Whether the practice of banning the entry to a particular section of women 

from entering the temple is an essential religious practice or not? 

• Whether the followers of Ayyappa constitute a religious denomination or 

not? 

• Whether this restriction violates the provisions of Kerala Hindu Place of 

Public Worship (Authorisation of Entry) Act, 1965?  
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JUDGEMENT 

 

Ratio decidendi  

'Ratio decidendi' is the standard of law on which legal choice is based. It is 

legitimately official. In 2018, the Court pronounced its verdict by 4:1 lion's share 

upholding the rights of the aggrieved women. 

 

The judgment activated colossal discussions all over India, particularly in Kerala, 

where the Holy place of worship of Lord Ayyappa is arranged. The judgment 

was given by a constitutional bench headed by the then Chief Justice, Hon’ble 

Justice Deepak Mishra, by a majority of 4:1  with the dissenting opinion of 

Justice Indu Malhotra. 

 

 It held that the temple rule infringed the fundamental rights, as to equality, 

freedom of religion, and right to freely profess, practice and propagate it, under 

Articles 14, 15, 19(1), 21 and 25(1) of the Indian Constitution.  

 

The Court struck down Rule 3(b) of the Kerala Hindu Places of Public Worship 

(Authorisation of Entry) Act, 1965 as unlawful. Rule 3(b)6 took into account 

Hindu categories to restrict ladies from entering a place of worship, if the 

avoidance depended on 'custom'. The Apex Court ultimately permitted women 

of all age groups to enter the Sabarimala Temple, and held that religion cannot 

be exposed to gender discrimination. 

 

Obiter dictum 

 

'Obiter dictum' is an appointed authority's demeanour of supposition articulated 

in court or in a composed judgment, yet not fundamental to the choice and 

accordingly not lawfully official as a point of reference. 

 

																																																								
6 Kerala Hindu Places of Public Worship (Authorisation of Entry) Act, 1965. 
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Former CJI, Justice Dipak Misra’s Judgment, which was also on behalf Of 

Justice A.M. Khanwilkar, analysed how the rule in question imposed on a 

specific section of women was violative of fundamental rights which are granted 

to all the citizens.  

 

He said: 

 

“2….There is inequality on the path of approach to understand the divinity. The 

attribute of devotion to divinity cannot be subjected to the rigidity and stereotypes of 

gender. The dualism that persists in religion by glorifying and venerating women as 

goddesses on one hand and by imposing rigorous sanctions on the other hand in matters 

of devotion has to be abandoned. ………The society has to undergo a perceptual shift 

from being the propagator of hegemonic patriarchal notions of demanding more exacting 

standards of purity and chastity solely from women to be the cultivator of equality where 

the woman is in no way considered frailer, lesser or inferior to man.” 

 

“3. ……relationship and expression of devotion cannot be circumscribed by dogmatic 

notions of biological or physiological factors arising out of rigid socio-cultural attitudes 

which do not meet the constitutionally prescribed tests. Patriarchy in religion cannot be 

permitted to trump over the element of pure devotion borne out of faith and the freedom 

to practise and profess one’s religion.”(Former CJI, J. Dipak Misra) 

 

Justice R.F. Nariman’s concurring judgement is a great and in-depth analysis of 

various other judgements on similar matters where religious and constitutional 

morality was in question. He said: 

 

“29…the fundamental right of women between theages of 10 and 50 to enter the 

Sabarimala temple is undoubtedlyrecognized by Article 25(1). The fundamental right 

claimed by theThanthris and worshippers of the institution, based on custom andusage 

under the selfsame Article 25(1), must necessarily yield to thefundamental right of such 

women, as they are equally entitled to theright to practice religion, which would be 

meaningless unless theywere allowed to enter the temple at Sabarimala to worship the 
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idol ofLord Ayyappa. The argument that all women are not prohibited fromentering 

the temple can be of no avail…” (J. R.F.Nariman) 

 

“ 32….the custom or usage of prohibiting women between theages of 10 to 50 years 

from entering the Sabarimala temple is violativeof Article 25(1), and violative of the 

Kerala Hindu Places of Public Worship (Authorisation of Entry) Act, 1965 made 

under Article 25(2)(b) of the Constitution. Further, it is also declared that Rule 3(b) 

of the Kerala Hindu Places of Public Worship (Authorisation of Entry) Rules, 1965 

is unconstitutional being violative of Article 25(1) and Article 15(1) of the 

Constitution of India….” (J. R.F. Nariman) 

 

Justice D.Y. Chandrachud dissected the whole issue and came to a decision in 

favour of the petitioners. He said: 

 

“117…..The quest for equality is denuded of its content if practices that exclude women 

are treated to be acceptable. The Constitution cannot allow practices, irrespective of their 

source, which are derogatory to women. Religion cannot become a cover to exclude and 

to deny the right of every woman to find fulfilment in worship….”(J.Dhananjaya 

Y Chandrachud) 

 

The only dissenting voice, Justice Indu Malhotra, was in the favour of the 

temple authority. She focused upon the traditional custom which was followed 

since time immemorial. Her judgement reflected that the rule is not 

discriminatory but is only imposed to maintain the nature of the deity.  

She said in her Judgement: 

 

“14.3…..In the present case, women of the notified age group are allowed entry into 

all other temples of Lord Ayyappa. The restriction on the entry of women during the 

notified age group in this Temple is based on the unique characteristic of the deity, and 

not founded on any social exclusion….” (J. Indu Malhotra) 
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PRACTICE OF OLD RELIGIOUS CUSTOMS IN MORDERN TIMES  

 

Age old traditions and regulations are followed by people, generation after 

generations. These age old practices and propensities followed by individuals 

over a significant stretch of time eventually result in practice of strict rules or 

customs which are continued throughout the communities. 

 

The ultimate purpose for continuing such practices is that people look for 

comfort or salvation dependent on the confidence which they have on god or 

their ancestors. 

 

Strict practices are followed all around the world. Some might be oppressive; 

some against human rights, yet are still followed by the individuals everywhere. 

A few practices appear to be cruel and against humanity yet such practices are 

still followed. A portion of the practices incorporate walking over the fire, 

sleeping on the bed of nails, conveying the mud pots containing the fire with 

uncovered hand, breaking the coconuts on the head of the individual. One such 

practice was of Sati. It was a religious practice wherein a widow would burn 

herself to death on her husband’s pyre, was initially a voluntary act that was 

considered to be quite courageous and heroic, but it later became a forced 

practice7. Later, the practice was banned and Prevention of Sati Act, 1987 was 

legislated by the government. Sati was a very prevalent practice and even though 

it was a custom, the religious practice was duly abolished. There are many 

theories that revolve around the reasons for the abolition of the practice, 

however, the most cascading effect of the same has undoubtedly been gender 

parity in the society. In fact, the British even argued that Sati was not practised 

in order to send the husband and wife into heaven, but because widows, entitled 

to some of the family property after their husband’s death (through the 

Dayabhaga Law in Bengal), became a liability due to the fear that they might 

claim it. Thus, coercing them into the funeral pyre was a safe bet.8 

																																																								
7 Richa Jain, The History Behind 'Sati': A Banned Funeral Custom in India, THE CULTURE TRIP, (May. 4, 2018), 
https://theculturetrip.com/asia/india/articles/the-dark-history-behind-sati-a-banned-funeral-custom-in-india/. 
8 Kanksha Raina, How did Sati get Abolished in India?, FEMINISM IN INDIA, (Oct. 29.2018), 
https://feminisminindia.com/2018/10/29/sati-history-india/. 
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With changing social norms of legitimacy in every society, including ours, what 

was illegitimate in the past may be legitimate today9, hence, it is necessary that 

discriminatory and arbitrary religious practices need to be discontinued.  

 

  

																																																								
9Revanasiddappa v. Mallikarjun, (2011) 11 SCC 1. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Whenever equality among the genders is questioned, especially in a society like 

ours, the response has always been vague and diplomatic. It’s a no - brainer that 

women have always been subjected to male chauvinism. The practice of treating 

women inferior to men dates back to centuries in our historical past.  

 

With globalisation and influence from the modern societies, the Indian society 

has somewhat adapted to such open mind-sets. But patriarchy and its orthodox 

ways often hinders in accepting such rational ideologies, rather, it believes in 

practicing age old traditions and customs which might be considered absurd. 

 

Gender bias still exists in the society. Women unfortunately are subjected to 

discrimination and separation by silly reasoning of many religious customs. The 

role of the legislature and judiciary is crucial as they can act as a major force to 

make the society more open minded by crushing the social stigmas and banning 

discriminatory, offensive and unreasonable religious practices. Indian courts are 

a step forward to reduce the gender disparity within the society. Such 

progressive ideas are to not only be welcomed but also to be acted upon. 

 

The Sabarimala judgement is an excellent example where the question of 

constitutional morality versus religious morality was discussed upon. An old age, 

man-made custom which excluded only a section of women, was declared 

arbitrary as it violated the fundamental rights. The women were granted their 

fundamental rights to profess practice and propagate their religion. 

 

The general public ought to adjust to new changes and maintain a strategic 

distance from all irrational religious practices and their contention for the better 

enthusiasm of a bigger society of sensible individuals to protect the rational 

customs and the rich culture of our nation. 


